Abstract: This paper presents the Environment and landscape geo-knowledge (GEMINAT) project which aims to build an infrastructure favouring the cross-analysis of spatio-temporal heterogeneous data sources recorded at the Chizé environmental observatory since 1994. From a case study, we summarise the difficulties encountered by biologists and ecologists when maintaining and analysing collected environmental data, essentially the spatial organisation of the landscape, crop rotation, and wildlife data. We show how a framework which uses a spatiotemporal ontology as a semantic mediator can solve challenges related to the analysis and maintenance of these heterogeneous data.
Introduction
In rural areas with the predominance of agricultural activities, the study of environmental issues such as biodiversity preservation, soil erosion by water and tillage, erosive runoff, water pollution, and gene fluxes may benefit from the long-term analysis of the crop mosaic resulting from farming practices. In fact, agricultural landscapes are primarily designed by farmer decisions dealing with crop choices and crop allocation at the farm scale. The arrangement, shape and nature of crops compose the spatial organisation of the landscape which impacts ecological processes at various scales.
This spatial organisation evolves throughout time, because farmers can change the land use of their parcel (in cereal landscapes of western France for instance, the main rotation includes wheat, rapeseed, and sunflower, but other crops may include alfalfa, corn, hay, peas), as well as its shape (by splitting, merging or redistributing between each others). This information is relevant for studying the links between socioeconomic environment and agricultural practices and the subsequent spatial organisation of the landscape. Recognising the benefits of the long-term observation of agricultural practices for research on environmental issues, the UMR Chizé has established an observatory for crop rotation on the Plaine & Val de Sèvre workshop area. Since 1994, a Geographic Information System for the Environment (GIS-E) has been deployed in order to monitor crop rotation of agricultural parcels (Figure 1 ).
Since 2013, an effort has been made to integrate semantic technologies within the GIS-E, joining thus the current move of the research towards infrastructures mixing heterogeneous and interdisciplinary data sets such as ones promoted by the Research Object 1 and Data One 2 initiatives, the Research Data Alliance organisation 3 or the ENVRIplus project. 4 Those movements have acknowledged that the use of fully qualified and documented data sets is fundamental for any reproducible research, but also they promote the use of ontologies to accelerate the bindings of new data sets. In the ecological field, various ontologies have been developed to address the need for interoperability between data sets, among which we can cite ENVO 5 (Buttigieg et al., 2013 ) and OBOE 6 (Madin et al., 2007) . However, one should notice that they do not fully address the need for spatiotemporal analysis, hence giving an operational and effective support for spatio-temporal queries is still a challenge.
This paper presents first the local context of this interdisciplinary research along with the challenges related to the cross-analysis of spatio-temporal environmental data. In the next sections, a spatio-temporal ontology as well as a framework are proposed to fulfil the need for spatiotemporal data analysis. Finally, the conclusion summarises the progress achieved with the system while highlighting our future work. 
The observatory
The need for a long-term observatory of crop rotation and associated biodiversity indicators has been recognised in a research program led by the CNRS 7 ) since 1994 called Zone Ateliers 8 (workshop zones). The observation area of 450 km 2 is designated as Zone atelier Plaine et Val de Sèvres, located south of Niort, in the department of DeuxSèvres, France. It is an intensive cereal plain: wheat, corn, sunflower, peas and rapeseed essentially where livestock (cattle, goats) is still present but in steep decline. Agricultural parcels are still medium-sized (45 ha), 15% of them are occupied by grasslands (artificial, permanent or temporary). The main research addresses the relation between farmer practices and ecological processes, through the study of the spatial organisation of the landscape. Since 1994, the land use of 19,000 agricultural parcels is recorded from the field each year by AGRIPOP team (CNRS Chizé) and centralised in a database called Assolement. A parcel is defined as a management unit, a polygon surrounded by entities having different land uses in successive years (typically four). It is bounded by physical limits such as a road, river, field path or single field boundary. It contains only one type of crop. The parcel differs from the cadastral parcel and also the block stored in the RPG 9 which is updated every two years and distributed by IGN. 10 The RPG contains relevant information for monitoring parcels owners, but block boundaries do not match the observed parcels from the field scale. In fact, farmers often cut each of their blocks into several parcels but only the surface of these blocks is declared with the nature of the land use in percentage.
Spatio-temporal environment data
For over 20 years, several databases have been collected by the AGRIPOP team. These data can be categorised as follows (more details can be found at the workshop website 11 ).
Land use data
The CEBC 12 carries out, every year, two land use surveys (in April and June) that take into account both early harvested and late planted crops. In each survey, the occupancy of parcels is recorded distinguishing 47 types of land use including 42 agricultural, three urban, and two forest lands. Since 1994, the land use and spatial organisation of over 19,000 agricultural parcels is recorded from the field and centralised in a database that is initially modelled based on the Space-Time Composite paradigm (Langran and Chrisman, 1998) . The paradigm introduces a small geometry, here called microparcel, which is obtained by finding the intersection of all parcels during an observation period. The geometry of a parcel can be rebuilt by the spatial union of all microparcels belonging to it. The database contains over 600,000 records managed by the PostgreSQL DBMS extended with the PostGIS extension.
Biodiversity data
Meanwhile, wildlife data are collected in the field for several years by another AGRIPOP team. These data, timely and dated, come from different researchers who report their observations on over 600 species, mostly birds and plants, via their mobile devices. For birds, the behaviour of observed species, their nests, and the contexts such as vegetation height, date, time, location, and weather condition are recorded. Over 26,000 observations are also managed by the PostgreSQL DBMS with the PostGIS extension.
Another database that could be cited is the Micromammal data set. It is a set of 10,000 observations related to the three micromammal species that are good indicators of agricultural practices: Wood mouse, Greater white-toothed shrew, and Common vole. In each observation, the catch rates and individual characteristics are recorded.
There also exist numerous sets of structured data about different insects, often in spreadsheets or Microsoft Access databases. These data concern mostly observations of ground beetles and small beetles which are auxiliaries of the fields and very sensitive to the quality of the environment. These insects have been monitored for over nine years.
The need for spatio-temporal analysis
As a first step, three main types of spatio-temporal analysis can be conducted to exploit the available data sets presented above. These analyses, described as follows, require queries accomplished with spatio-temporal reasoning. (Figure 3 ), are desired to be pointed out. Analysing these events allows discovering the correlation between crop rotation and the spatial organisation of the landscape. These events can be detected through queries with spatio-temporal reasoning.
3 Finally, experts also wish to seek the correlation between species observations and the land use of parcels. They could concern such animals preferences by the type and form of land use. Or they can verify the co-appearance of species according to the food chain or season. Cross-database queries with spatio-temporal reasoning are required to select observations occurring in the period of recorded land use statements. 
Heterogeneous data integration
In order to exploit these heterogeneous data, first and foremost, data integration must be accomplished. Data integration is the process of combining data from different sources to provide users a unified view of the data. A data integration system often uses a global schema containing mappings from global definitions to the local schema of each data sources. In this context, the data query problem can be reduced to the problem of answering queries using materialised views. In the traditional data integration approach, data sources are queried through a global data model (Lenzerini, 2002) . However, in general, there is not a common data model that is capable of accessing all available data with the granularity required by all users. One of the benefits often stated for RDF is the ease with which data can be integrated from distributed RDF sources (Gray et al., 2009) . At the heart of semantic data integration is the concept of ontology where a conceptual representation of data and their relationships is used to eliminate heterogeneities, which then acts as a mediator for re-conciliating the heterogeneities between different data sources (Cruz and Xiao, 2005) . Because the global schema is defined using an ontology, views are not just the mapping from data sources on the global schema but also include inference rules to obtain object properties (Zhao et al., 2008) . By defining entities and their relations, ontologies are considered as a feasible solution to the semantic heterogeneity problem (Wache et al, 2001; Roussey et al., 2011) thus become the heart of semantic data integration systems (Cruz and Xiao, 2005) . Xiao (2005, 2009 ) have identified five main roles of ontology in data integration process.
 Metadata representation: Metadata in each data source can be explicitly represented by a local ontology. These ontologies are homogeneous since they use the same representation language.
 Global conceptualisation and support for high-level queries:
The global ontology provides a conceptual view of the heterogeneous source schemas. It provides a high-level view of sources. Therefore, a query can be formulated without specific knowledge of data sources.
Using an ontology as a query model, the structure of query model should be more intuitive for users because it corresponds more to their appreciation of the domain.
 Declarative mediation: The global ontology can be used as a mediator for query rewriting across peers.
 Mapping support: A common vocabulary, which can be formalised as an ontology, can be used to facilitate the mapping process. Since ontologies contain a complete specification of the conceptualisation, the mappings can be validated with respect to ontologies to facilitate its automation.
In general, there exist three ontology-based approaches to form the global schema: single ontology approach, multiple ontologies approach, and hybrid approach. The integration based on a single ontology seems to be the simplest approach because it can be simulated by the others (Wache et al, 2001 ).
Single ontology approach
Single ontology approaches use a global ontology providing a shared vocabulary for the specification of semantics. All source schemas are directly related to the shared global ontology, which provides a uniform interface to users. However, the approach requires that all data sources provide nearly the same view on a domain, for example the same level of granularity.
Multiple ontology approach
Instead of using a global ontology, each data source is described by its own local ontology. This architecture can simplify the change, i.e. modifications in one data source or the adding and removing of sources. However, the lack of a common vocabulary makes it extremely difficult to compare local ontologies.
Hybrid ontology approach
A combination of these approaches is used to overcome the drawbacks of the single and multiple ontology approaches. First, a local ontology is built for each source schema which is mapped to the global ontology. New sources can be easily added with no need to modify existing mappings. The hybrid ontology approach is used in our framework due to its advantages and the support of building central data integration systems. As a result, a global spatiotemporal ontology is introduced to which our data sources schema are mapped.
A spatio-temporal ontology for environment
With the purpose of integrating and exploiting the presented data set, a global spatio-temporal ontology is introduced. The ontology is formed based on a temporal ontology and spatial ontology. A reasoning mechanism for spatio-temporal relations between entities is also proposed.
Temporal ontology
Time can be represented by time instances or intervals. Several ontologies have been proposed in the literature to represent time, including OWL-Time 13 (Hobbs and Pan, 2004) and SWRL Temporal Ontology 14 (OConnor and Das, 2011) .
The OWL-Time ontology, dedicated to concepts and temporal relationships as defined in the theory of Allen (1983) , is certainly the best candidate. The ontology is used first to describe the temporal content of web pages and the temporal properties of web services. It is recommended by the W3C for modelling temporal concepts due to its vocabulary for expressing topological relations between instants and intervals.
Another ontology used to represent temporal information is the SWRL Temporal Ontology. The ontology defines OWL entities that represent an interval-based temporal information in OWL. It does not allow to establish a topological relationship between instants or time intervals but offers some temporal built-ins that allow checking of Allen relationships between different temporal entities when querying.
However, apart from language constructs for representing time in ontologies, there is still a need for mechanisms for representing the evolution of objects through time.
Representation of time in ontologies
There is a fundamental philosophical controversy concerning the evolution of objects throughout time, namely perdurantism and endurantism. Endurantism assumes that objects have three dimensions and are available in full at every moment of their lives. Thus, these objects do not have the temporal dimension. In contrast, perdurantist approach considers objects to have four dimensions. As a consequence, these objects have several time slices in their lives constituting the temporal dimension. This approach represents various properties of an entity over time as fluents that are only validated during certain intervals or instants. Therefore, perdurantist approach enables richer representation of real-world phenomenon through its flexibility and expressiveness (Al-Debei et al., 2012) .
Ontologies contain definitions of concepts and their properties by means of binary relations, as a result, temporal relationships between objects are neglected. In order to represent dynamic objects and their properties, several methodologies have been proposed such as temporal description logic (Artale and Franconi, 2001 ), temporal RDF (Gutierrez et al., 2007) , versioning (Klein and Fensel, 2001) , reification, N-ary relationships (Noy and Rector, 2006) and 4D-Fluent model (Welty and Fikes, 2006) . In the literature, 4D-Fluent, based on perdurantist view, is the most wellknown approach to handle dynamic properties of temporal objects. It has a simple structure allowing transforming a static ontology into a dynamic one (Harbelot et al., 2013) . The authors introduced the TimeSlice class to represent the temporal part of entities which is linked to the TimeInterval class, a class of the time domain. Each entity is associated with an instance of the TimeSlice class by the tsTimeSliceOf object property. This latter is connected to an instance of the TimeInterval by the tsTimeInterval property.
Several approaches based on the 4D-Fluent model have been introduced. tOWL (Frasincar et al., 2010) extends OWL with a temporal dimension in order to represent complex temporal aspects, such as process state transitions. SOWL (Batsakis et al., 2011) extends OWL-Time by enabling the representation of static and dynamic information. Recently, the Continuum model (Harbelot et al., 2013) was presented allowing tracking the identity of spatio-temporal entities through time. The model represents dynamic entities as constituted by timeslices with semantic, spatial, temporal and identity components. Therefore, it is able to link the diverse representations of an entity and allows the inference of qualitative information from quantitative one. Inferred data are later added to the ontology to enrich knowledge about the phenomenon. The model has been successfully applied in studies of the urban evolution (Harbelot et al., 2013) or decolonisation process (Harbelot et al., 2014) .
Owing to the capacity of presentation real-world dynamic objects, the 4D-Fluent model along with the OWL-Time ontology are chosen to develop our spatio-temporal ontology that will be presented in a later section.
Spatial ontology
Spatial entities can be represented by points, lines (polygonal, lines) and their relationships. There is a broad range of spatial ontologies defined by several communities for different applications. Ressler et al. (2010) have studied 45 geospatial and temporal ontologies. Seven full spatio-temporal ontologies among them are recommended for reuse. The top of this list are the two version of GeoRSS 15 (Open Geospatial Consortium, 2006) : GeoRSS Simple and GeoRSS GML.
GeoRSS has been designed as a lightweight and community-driven way to extend existing feeds with geographic information, since the location is described in an interoperable manner enabling processing, aggregating, sharing, and mapping of geographically tagged feeds. The GeoRSS XML schema contains four simple types of geographic locations: point, line, polygon, and box. These locations may be encoded in either a literal string of latitude and longitude, called GeoRSS Simple, or a more robust representation using GML, called GeoRSS GML, which is formally defined as a GML application profile and supports a greater range of features, notably coordinate reference systems other than the WGS84 latitude and longitude.
The GeoRSS Simple model is reused for our ontology development to represent the spatial dimension of environmental entities since the main concepts of the model are enough for representing the spatial dimension of environmental entities.
Spatio-temporal reasoning
As presented, perdurantist objects evolve through time. As a result, these objects may change their positions or their occupancies during their lives. The spatio-temporal reasoning is used to point out spatio-temporal relations between them. The reasoning is performed by a dynamic combination of spatial and temporal reasoning mechanism which are described bellow.
Temporal reasoning
Basic temporal formalisms can only be used for reasoning about objects of a single type, for instance Vilains point algebra (Vilain, 1982) deals with three elementary relations between points and Allens interval algebra (Allen, 1983 ) allows reasoning about 13 elementary relations between two intervals. Such restricted languages may not be sufficient for modelling real-world problems. Meiris qualitative algebra (Meiri, 1996) , originated from Vilains point and interval algebra (Vilain et al., 1986) , which is a temporal formalism, ables to represent both time points and time intervals. The algebra helps to relate points with points, points with intervals and intervals with intervals using an expressive set of qualitative relations.
In the qualitative algebra, there is a total of 26 relations categorised into three types of relations:
1 Pointpoint relations that can hold between a pair of points: before, equals and after. Table 1 Temporal relations used to develop the spatiotemporal ontology
Temporal reasoning through SWRL rules and SPARQL
To discover temporal relationships between objects, these above relations can be expressed by a set of rules. The Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL 16 ) is commonly chosen owing to its available libraries, called built-ins, that provide several predicates, mostly for date-time and duration processing. In this way, qualitative temporal relationships between objects can be derived by the Pellet engine 17 through a set of SWRL rules. For example, the inside relation between an instant and an interval can be expressed by the following SWRL rule: This reasoning mechanism was applied in the SOWL ontology (Batsakis et al., 2011) which was afterward improved by the CHRONOS system (Anagnostopoulos, 2013) . OConnor and Das (2011) have developed SWRLTemporalBuiltIns, a set of built-ins that can be used in SWRL rules to perform temporal reasoning with their temporal ontology.
The application of SPARQL as a rule language is another approach. Angles and Gutierrez (2008) has proved that SPARQL is equivalent from an expressiveness point of view to Relational Algebra. Polleres et al. (2007) develop SPARQL++ which uses SPARQL as a rule language to define mappings between RDF vocabularies, allowing CONSTRUCT queries extended with built-in and aggregate functions. Schenk and Staab (2008) applied SPARQL as rule language to define new RDF data from existing data source. Knublauch et al. (2011) have introduced SPIN 18 that become the de-facto industry standard to represent SPARQL rules and constraints on Semantic Web models. Corby et al. (2012) have proposed Corese/KGRAM implementing SPARQL 1.1 19 to query data sources and apply inference rules to them.
In our case, the INSERT queries introduced in the SPARQL 1.1 query language is used instead of SWRL rules to infer new statements. This approach is chosen as a reasoning mechanism for non-spatial data in our framework. Query 1 is an example of how to infer the inside relation between an instant and an interval. 
Spatial reasoning
Relations between spatial entities can be topological, orientation or distance-based. Furthermore, spatial relations can be partitioned into qualitative and quantitative ones. The qualitative approach is considered to be closer to the way humans represent spatial knowledge. The concept of neighbourhood is implicit and leads to the study of topology, which is a set of perceived relationships that allow situating an object in relation to others. In the literature, the topological analysis between spatial objects is often performed by the Nine-Intersection Model (Egenhofer and Herring, 1990) or the RCC8 model (Randell et al., 1992) . In both cases, we obtain an equivalent set of eight basic pairwise disjoint topological relations which are mutually exhaustive: equals, disjoint, intersects, touches, within, contains and overlaps.
Unfortunately, these relations cannot be inferred with simple rules. In several studies (Karmacharya et al., 2010; Vandecasteele and Napoli, 2012) , the authors have introduced SWRL built-ins to represent and infer spatial relationships between spatio-temporal objects but there are still limitations with regard mainly both to the system performance and reuse capability.
On the other hand, reasoning systems, such as Pelletspatial (Stocker and Sirin, 2009 ), CHOROS (Christodoulou et al., 2012) or its next version CHOROS 2.0 (Mainas et al., 2014) improving the run-time performance, extract spatial relations from a knowledge base and reason over both these topological and directional relations. However, reasoning through specialised software also complicates the system reusability and data sharing (Batsakis and Antoniou, 2014) . Specifically, whenever the definitions of spatial relations and semantics in RDF/OWL format are modified, the spatial reasoners must be modified as well. In addition, the abovementioned specialised software is needed for querying spatial information. Using specialised reasoners such as CHOROS, the reasoning performance increases but this approach is less flexible. Nevertheless, dealing with Big Data is currently beyond the capabilities of both approaches.
Therefore, in our project, the reasoning on complex spatial information is performed by a geospatial triplestore that is described in the next section.
Spatial reasoning through a Geospatial RDF Store
Triplestores are DBMS for data modelled in RDF. Currently, several triplestores support storing and querying spatial data using GeoSPARQL 20 or stSPARQL 21 that are two extensions of the SPARQL language. Those open-sources that manage the best are uSeekM, 22 Parliament 23 and Strabon. 24 Other triplestores support only a few type of geometries and geospatial functions. Strabon (Kyzirakos et al., 2012 ) is chosen since the triplestore has a good overall performance. This advantage can be explained by particular optimisation techniques allowing spatial operations to take advantage of PostGIS functionalities instead of relying on external libraries (Patroumpas et al., 2014) and the push of the evaluation of SPARQL queries to the underlying spatially enabled DBMS which has been enhanced recently with selectivity estimation capabilities (Garbis et al., 2013) . Thus, spatial joins are also efficiently handled by the underlying PostgreSQL/PostGIS optimiser.
Strabon extends the Sesame triplestore, allowing spatial RDF data stored in the PostgreSQL DBMS enhanced with PostGIS. The triplestore works over the stRDF data model (Kyzirakos et al., 2012) , a spatio-temporal extension of RDF in which the strdf:WKT and strdf:GML datatype are introduced to represent geometries serialised using the two OGC standards: WKT and GML. The strdf:geometry which is the union of strdf:WKT and strdf:GML and the appropriate relationships are also introduced to represent the serialisation of a geometry independently of the standard used serialisation. Among two geometries, Strabon supports 13 topological relations and four directional relations. The stSPARQL language used in Strabon has certain limitations, as it does not enable binary topological relations to be used as RDF properties. However, stSPARQL extends SPARQL 1.1 and overtakes GeoSPARQL by offering spatial aggregate functions and triple update commands. SQL functions can be utilised in SPARQL queries by defining a URI for each of them. Similarly, a boolean SPARQL extension function has been defined for each topological relation in three models: the OGC Simple Features, Nine-Intersection Model, and RCC8 model. Thus, stSPARQL supports multiple families of topological relations and can express spatial selections and spatial joins. Another benefit of stSPARQL is the support of federated queries and update statements that facilitates updating knowledge bases. Table 2 Strabons spatial functions and the corresponding relation in the RCC8 model and the OGC standard
A spatio-temporal ontology for environment
We propose a spatio-temporal ontology ( Figure 5 (a) ) based on the 4-D Fluent approach that serves as a semantic mediator to integrate the presented data sets. The ontology is inspired by the Continuum model that examines the evolution of objects in both the temporal and spatial dimension. The core concept in our ontology is the Spatio-temporal Element which represents a species observation or a parcel timeslice.
Spatio-temporal entities and Semantic component
The main entities in our studies are parcels (gem:Parcel), animal nests (gem:Nest) and individuals (gem:Animal) belonging to different species (gem:Species). They have one or more spatio-temporal elements (gem:STElement) that correspond to their different characteristics and spatial occupations through their lives. The latter has two subclasses gem:Obsv and gem:TimeSlice representing, respectively, animal observations and parcel statements. Each spatiotemporal element has three components: the semantic (gem:Description), temporal (time:TemporalEntity) and spatial component (georss:_geometry). The semantic part represents the land use of parcels or description of animal observations such as the behaviour or context.
Figure 4
Ontology-based approaches for data integration (Wache et al, 2001 ) (see online version for colours)
Temporal component
While the land use or boundary changes of parcels are periodically archived by predetermined intervals of temporal validity, species observations are collected at will. For this reason, the 4D-Fluent model is extended by generalising the Interval class to the TemporalEntity class of OWL-Time that has two subclasses, Interval and Instant. The similar generalisation is also presented in the tOWL temporal language (Frasincar et al., 2010) to support both time points and time intervals and adopt an internal (perdurantist) view on the world. 
Spatial component
In this component (Figure 5 (c) ), the _geometry class of the GeoRSS model and its three subclasses are reused: Polygon, Line, Point to represent parcel geometries and observation points. The geometry of their entities is represented by the strdf:geometry datatype proposed by the Strabon triplestore that is the union of strdf:WKT and strdf:GML.
As presented, the land use database is built based on the Space-Time Composite paradigm which uses microparcel as a management unit. In consequence, we introduce the MicroparcelGeometry class as a subclass of the Polygon class that specialises the _geometry class. Since the spatial reference system used in these heterogeneous databases are different, the conversion of geometry data into the same spatial reference is performed via the mapping process. This approach improves the performance of spatial reasoning compared with maintaining the spatial reference for each spatial data. 
Objects Identity
The hasFiliation relationship (Figure 6 (a) ) between two timeslices is introduced to track and define the evolution of an object in the case of a continuation, i.e. object may change its semantic or its position while keeping its identity. Territorial events occurring in parcels can be represented and examined by a combination of the hasFiliation relation and one of six relations between timeslices that are subproprieties of the hasEvent propriety: hasFusion, hasIntegration, hasScission, hasExtraction, hasReallocation and hasRectification. Through the inferred spatio-temporal relations, the three major needs of data analysis can be fulfilled. Lets examine three simple corresponding cases below:
1 Species observation and land use data can be linked by combining the inside temporal relation between an instant of observation and an interval of land use statement and the within spatial relation between an observation point and a parcel polygon (Figure 6 (b) ).
2 Crop rotation can be verified by the hasFiliation relation between parcel timeslices or the meets temporal relation between timeslices intervals of the same parcel ( Figure 6 (c)).
3 Territorial events can be detected by incorporating the intervalmeets temporal relation between interval of different timeslices and the within spatial relation between parcel geometries. Or, they can be discovered in a simple manner with the hasEvent and hasFiliation relation between timeslice. Figure 6 (d) shows how to identify the two parcels that participate in an integration event. While the P001 parcel disappears after this event, the P002 parcel continue to exist so that the TS2002 timeslice is generated and associated to the earlier timeslice by the hasFiliation relation.
Towards a semantic framework for exploiting heterogeneous environmental data
A layered framework ( Figure 7 ) is proposed in order to integrate and exploit heterogeneous spatio-temporal data. Data in different data sets are filtered and converted to RDF triples which are next imported to the GEMINAT knowledge base managed by the Strabon triplestore. The reasoning and data analysis are performed through the semantic query service.
The layer-based framework
The framework consists of three principal layers: the basic, semantic, and application layer.
Basic layer
In order to populate ontologies with existing data sources, we rely on translation techniques that transform relational data into RDF graph. The semantic mapping module establishes mappings from relational databases schema to ontologies. The module manages mapping files that define how to connect to databases and match ontologies to databases schema. Being converted from relational data through the RDF conversion module, RDF triples can be next imported to the knowledge base. In this layer, the D2RQ framework 25 (Bizer, 2004 ) is chosen as a translation tool owing to the support of different DBMS. Information extraction from Linked Data will be also supported in the next development of the framework.
Semantic layer
Two modules are developed. The semantic query module is used to process SPARQL semantic queries that are next sent to the triplestore. The semantic registration module is used to expose the shared ontologies that mediate heterogeneous relational databases. Domain and spatio-temporal ontologies can be registered and edited by this module. The essential tool used in this layer is the Jena framework.
26

Application layer
There exist two modules: the reasoning and data analysis module, which are both referred to the semantic query module. In the first one, new statements can be inferred from spatio-temporal and business rules, while in the latter one, a web server is hosted to receive stSPARQL queries in the form of HTTP requests. The returned result is visualised by the OpenLayers library 27 with geographical data from OpenStreetMap. 28 The result is stored in several different layers to facilitate the presentation and analysis.
Reasoning and data analysis
The proposed framework along with the use of a spatiotemporal ontology as a semantic mediator can fulfil the needs of spatio-temporal analysis. Indeed, the data model in the form of subjacent RDF graph facilitates the integration of different databases. In addition, thanks to the Strabon triplestore, spatio-temporal relationships between objects can be inferred. At the first time, only land use and wildlife data are selected for experiments.
1 New statements can be inferred from knowledge base through spatial-temporal and business rules expressed by SPARQL Update queries. Query 2 is an example of how to detect and insert integration events applied on farmland into the triplestore.
2 To analyse correlations between crop rotation and biodiversity, experts can visualise the appearance of species by type and form of crop rotation. For example, they can check out the nesting preference of Montagus harriers (Circus pygargus) for different types of grassland parcels (Figure 8 (a) ). In this analysis, the inside temporal relation and the within spatial relation between entities are used (Query 3). In addition, observations of different types of species can be queried to discover their relation in the food chain. 3 Territorial events applied on farmland can be discovered by combining qualitative spatio-temporal relationships. For example, integration events (parcels are absorbed by others) in 2009 can be retrieved and displayed on the map like (Figure 8 (c) ). The analyses of these events along with the land use of involved parcels can reveal farmer practice preferences. Soil data and market price data could be used to complement these analyses. 
Related work
Several frameworks were introduced to integrate heterogeneous data by means of ontologies. In the Geon project (Lin and Lud Ascher, 2003 ), a prototype system has been developed for registering data sets through ontologies to assist in integrating and querying heterogeneous geologic data. Each data set must be registered before it becomes available, and the registration semi-automatically generates a mapping from data sets to ontologies. The mapping is afterward used by applications to explore and extract information from the data set. Dartgrid (Chen and Wu, 2005) is an application development framework with a set of practical semantic tools to facilitate the integration of heterogeneous relational databases using semantic web technologies. It allows developers to interconnect distributed legacy databases using richer semantics, to provide ontology-based query, search and navigation services as one huge distributed database, and to add additional deductive capabilities to increase the usability and re-usability of data. Green et al. (2008) have investigated the use of semantic tools as an aid to data integration and identify the need to modify these tools to meet the needs of spatial data. The Demonstrator prototype is built to enable queries that are expressed in the vocabulary of the application domain rather than using the terminology of the database schemas. The system comprises a series of layered ontologies and a translator for converting data sources into a virtual RDF graph. Durbha et al. (2009) introduced the MOB ontology-driven middleware (Middleware for Ontology-driven Brokering) that provides functionalities for ontology management, storage, query, and inference services. It also enables resource discovery and mediation through ontologies built on top of the metadata. The translation of metadata to semantic metadata through ontology-based approaches is also handled by MOB. The middleware was used to solve the problems of semantic heterogeneity in coastal zone data.
Recently, in the AgriNepalData project (Pokharel et al., 2014) , the authors demonstrate how to convert several available, although not easily accessible, data sets to RDF to lower the barrier for data re-usage and integration. They describe the conversion, linking, and publication process as well as a use case of five different databases concerning the agriculture field in Nepal. An ontology is designated to represent and align heterogeneous data sources so that new knowledge can be inferred. In addition, after conversion, RDF is linked to Agrovoc DBPedia and to facilitate reusability and integrability.
In our framework, data integration is applied as an intermediate process followed by the knowledge base enrichment to enable the exploitation of environmental data, while the first four above systems do not focus on both the spatial and temporal dimension of data. Furthermore, its unclear which tools are used for RDF translation, semantic querying and which ontologies are reused. While sharing the same approach, the last project uses the Virtuoso geospatial triplestore along with the GeoSPARQL language to exploit data in the domain of agriculture. On the other hand, belong to the larger GeoKnow European project, the authors apply other research of the group that is also the most recent work in the field such as Sparqlify for extraction, LIMES for data set linking, GeoLift for data set enrichment and Facete for data visualisation. Besides, since their main studied objects are administrative units that can hardly evolve through time, the incorporation of time to represent the evolution of entities turns out to be ignored.
Conclusion and future work
The presented work is part of the Environment and landscape geo-knowledge interdisciplinary project which sets out to improve the use of collected environment data sets on the Plaine & Val de Sèvre workshop observatory since 1994. We seek to develop an open-source framework to exploit heterogeneous environmental data through semantic web technologies. A spatio-temporal ontology is used as a mediator to resolve semantic heterogeneity of different data sets. The results show that the proposed framework along with the global spatio-temporal ontology can fulfil the need of spatio-temporal analysis. The introduced approach could be reused to perform management and analysis of long-term environmental data for others observatories.
In our perspectives, we consider integrating other data sets of the workshop area, such as the insect and botanical data, or satellite data. It will be then possible to use the system to enrich and qualify our data sources. The application of association rule mining on the knowledge base is also considered to discover new business rules and examine already known ones (for example the relation between species and land uses and between species themselves in their food chain). Finally, we plan to publish a portion of these data over the web as linked data in order to facilitate interchanges with other available data sets, especially the weather and soil data concerning the workshop area.
